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Buyer's Guide to the W126 SEC

Looking for an SEC?
Don't be in a hurry! There are lots of nice ones out there. Options include 4 place rear seating in sedans, metallic
paint and velour seats (few US buyers opted for) as well as front seat lumbar support thing and the electric rear
window sunshade (rare).
Colors I have noticed and recall (there could be more) are gloss black, pearl black, cabernet, lapis blue, nautical
blue, white, cream, signal red, gold, silver, anthracite (gunmetal gray), smoke silver. 1986 cars on have basically
the same equipment as up to 1991 except dual airbags came out in '89 and ASR in '91 I think ASR is not a
necessary option. The largest selection, best kept, rust free examples will be found in Southern California,
especially Los Angeles. The large selection there gives you a better price break too. The S class is the "staff car"
down there. When you are ready don't forget to ask for Carfax report, VMI from the dealer, and get the car
inspected. Fewer and fewer are showing up on MB dealers lots, don't forget they have slid out the bottom of the
Kelly Blue book. Typical problem areas are the notorious Becker radio, the power window and Air conditioning.
Subtract $2000 from the price if the AC doesn't work. Other than that, the cars are pretty bulletproof, but parts are
a little expensive, especially the aluminum trunk and hood.
A stock 560 SEC goes 0 to 60 in 7.0 seconds. But they respond well to after market mods, like lowering and AMG
exhaust. However if I were you I would look for one in stock condition with all books stamped, and records
available.
First, there is no "bad" year from 1985 to 1991. You need to be aware of the differences, such as the 1984-85 (500)
motor is substantially slower than the 86-91 which would have the 560 motor. If you must have the 1985 motor you
may save money if you would like to buy one in the 85 year. Will be cheaper but there are reasons- lots of them.
Thus, basically any 86 to 91 car will be a US model, for the gray market basically ceased to exist in 1986.
SO: the first thing you need to do is to take a realistic look at your budget. How much do you have to spend, here:
The lowest end, $10-12k will get you a good 85 with high miles. On the other end, out here a 1990 SEC with 7,000
actual miles, so new it still had traces of cosmoline on the motor, went on the market here in San Jose in California
for $48,000 and it sold in 3 hours to a fellow in Chicago who bought it for the asking price, he jumped on a plane
and came and got it. That said, you will probably need to find out where your budget will fit. With a car like this, the
general advice seems to be that you should pay at the beginning, the most-for the best-you can afford, i.e., the
newest, best condition one you can possibly afford. The reason for that is that a bargain can very quickly prove to
be no bargain at all if you get into extensive repairs right away. To this end, perhaps ideal would be a car in stock

condition, maintained by a fussy single owner with ALL books and records. Don't forget to run a CARFAX report on
the car, ($19 on the internet), ask the dealer for a Vehicle Master Inquiry on it - to show all repairs done at a dealer,
under warranty, then you should call 1-800-For Mercedes and ask them to give you a copy of the original window
sticker-that will also show you the dealer first delivered to. Look in the books and records and call up the people
who worked on the car. If you are lucky you can get to look at the actual repair orders, sometimes they are still
around.
I have told people over and over I believe the safest source to look for cars is Los Angeles because they are best
kept, the market is saturated with them, the body and repair shops are generally most competent, and the weather
is most agreeable for preserving them, and the prices are lowest and
the selection is widest because there are so many of them around down there. The very very best ones even still
are occasionally seen at Mercedes dealers down there.
As far as problem areas there are few. When I did join the list I did ask around and read the buyers guide and this
is what I know.

Problem areas are...
These cars are generally bulletproof if you take care of them. If you don't, they will cost a mint to fix. Therefore,
be sure you get one that can be documented to have been well kept, and you do the same.
1. Biggest one of all is the air conditioning. If the car you are looking at, the AC doesn't work, I would
IMMEDIATELY subtract $2000 off the price, because it could cost this much to fix. Even if-in some cases, all it
needs is a new fuse. You can almost expect a problem here. Don't be surprised.
2. The Becker radios are awful. These are the factory radio and I would dump one immediately for a nice Alpine
with a CD trunk loader. Or other equivalent.
3. There are sometimes trouble in the power door locks and vacuum system. Don't be surprised about that.
4. There is danger of upper hose neck breakage on the original equipment radiators. This is MORE likely to occur if
at any time NON Mercedes coolant was used. Don't forget these are plastic radiators and they can't withstand
certain chemicals in other coolants. Plus, the necks on OEM radiators are not reinforced. Therefore, consider
these consumable and due to be replaced at 100,000 miles.
5. The seal around the rear window fails, leaking water into the boot and rusting the metal below the rear
window.
What to watch for Part 2
I would have the following checked & then speak with the service person & have them FAX you the results, as well
(BE PICKY/ANAL):
1. interior... fading, rips, tears, fit & finish of parts, condition of carpeting, checking for any wear & full functions of
seats, headrests, windows, anything & everything... period.
2.exterior... paint & body condition... full inspection for rust, dings and fully functioning sunroof, doors and shape of
wheels & tires, front end parts, and if any leaks are present.
3.engine... leaks, has it been steam-cleaned?... compression check, fluids checked, rust under hood?
4.driving... shifts ok, no smoke at tailpipe when cold & upon acceleration, A/C works & is cold, brakes in good
shape, any squeaks, rattles?
5. Are there records with it to give you an idea of its servicing?
6.Are you having it shipped, or are you close enough to get there & then drive it home? Use their recommendation
on shipping and check the back of The Star for companies that ship cars. Sometimes, it may be easier & cheaper
to fly there & drive it home.

7.If car is warranted, then many or all repairs would be under the warranty. Take advantage of that.
8.Try to speak to the former owner... know where it came from & why it was being sold.
9.Check with your local dealer for extended warranty details (cost, what level of repair it has to be in... what might
need to be spent by you or the orig. warranty to get it under a new one... and, then enjoy it).

And part 3...
My father's looking closely at a 1990 560SEL, and it's only got about 80,000 miles on the clock. Looks to be in very
good shape (no PPI yet, though)
You'll want a PPI for sure. Before going that far, check: Engine and transmission oil. Both should be clean. Look at
the air filter element. Should be clean. Check coolant hoses and water pump for signs of leaks, band-aid repairs.
There should not be oil plastered on anything. Engine compartments on these cars stay quite clean. Look
underneath for oil. Some light seepage at rear main seal is normal (black on bottom of bell housing) but should be
no great quantity. Transmission should be dry (no transmission oil on bell housing or at rear). Rear axle final drive
(differential) should be dry. Start car with closed throttle. Should start right up on 8 cylinders, rev up, and settle
down to a smooth idle. Any "clack-clack" from the valve train is a sign of serious trouble (Camshafts). Run away
from this. Transmission should engage in both forward and reverse smoothly. Pause in neutral before shifting
direction. You should feel engagement start immediately, and lock-in in about a second. Steering should be tight.
Brakes should have firm pedal.
1. Check for abnormal tire wear. (alignment? loose suspension parts? check rears as well as fronts).
2. Drive car. Shifts should be positive, not "soggy." Try kickback/kickdown (downshift on throttle opening). Should
not run away when shifting. I think the '90 still is second gear start. Check kickdown to first, 1-2 upshift may be
abrupt.
3. Check steering---should go straight ahead and not drift to one side; wheel should be centered. Go over some
bumps and listen for loose parts (open the driver's window).
4. Check brakes---no pull from any wheel on modest stops. Do a panic stop from 25 mph. (warn passengers,
check for traffic behind) to check
5. ABS. No wheel should lock up, and stops should be true without pulling (may notice a "grinding" or vibration as
the ABS does its thing).
6. Check cruise control. Should engage positively above 40 km/h, accelerate and decelerate smoothly, hold speed
without hunting (not too difficult to fix, but famous for giving up).
7. Check heater/AC controls. Open hood, put on normal (down arrow only filled in). Dial temp down and check that
A/C clutch engages. Put on EC and check that clutch disengages. On cooling check that air comes from center and
both side vents. Set control for heat and check that center vent shuts off.
8. Work all the seat adjuster knobs and make sure that all the parts operate. Headrest up/down, seat back
forward/back, seat rear and seat front (independent---push pull the ends of the knob) both go up and down. Repeat
on both sides, and check that rear seat adjuster functions.
9. Check steering wheel in-out adjuster (switch on column, left side).
10. Check all window switches for up-down without grinding or binding.
11. Check radio, and see that antenna goes up and down when switching radio on and off.
12. Check dash panel warning lights---should be lit with engine stopped, all except SRS go out when started, SRS
goes out in less than 10 seconds.
13. If you feel it passes these preliminary checks, then take it to a pro and spend some money to get a proper prepurchase inspection. Most pros will just look at the car and listen to it running, and decide whether to go further.
Don't be chagrined if your pro looks at it and declares it a "toad" (Stu's term)----there is a certain 6th sense "savvy"

that one gets from doing this sort of thing regularly.
14.The most expensive fix is camshafts and leaking head gaskets.. Examine the cam lobes and the rockers and
examine the head gasket parting lines for oil leaks during the pre purchase inspection..

And nearly finally...
1. Check floor pans, trunk and back seat (if installed) or back access panel on floor for rust. Don't be afraid to pull
up the carpet a bit to check. If the foam carpet padding is wet, it wasn't "garage kept" (doesn't sound like that'll be
a problem)
2. Check steering free play
3. Rotors and pad of course (maybe the safety stuff should be prioritized)
4. Will need new tires if they haven't been replaced in the last couple of years, even if they have tread remaining.
5. Check under battery for corrosion of the box.
6. Put the hammer down on the highway and look for smoke, let it get good and warmed up first.
7. Check out the muffler. If it's original, it may be wearing thin.
8. Check for leaks after the highway run. . . .
9. Thorough check of all rubber door, window, trunk seals. They may look good, but may be dried out and non
functional.

If you are not exhausted by now...
First, take your time. I don't know where you live, but around here it is still possible to find terrific examples. While
a dealership might not have one available for you on a given day, take your time & you'll end up seeing a number of
them.
Second. Ignore how fantastic the car looks cosmetically. The paint and interior materials are of such high quality
that an amateur with 6 hours available on a Saturday can make a true wreck of a car look great. Six hours at a
professional detailer & you'd swear that that 'pig in waiting' has never seen daylight, like it just arrived from
Germany, gorgeous, breath-taking, looks like it's never been sat in.
Third, make sure the car has well documented records of all service. If somehow they've errr... become separated
from the car', separate yourself from the premises. These are MB's flagship model, therefore the most complicated
version. I've seen people who buy them and then can't afford to maintain them, so oil changes and little things get
put off, in addition to the big things.
These cars are your money pits. According to Stu Ritter, if oil changes have been neglected wear of the camshafts
can occur, and timing chain stretch will be greater. A professional familiar with these engines will know exactly what
you are talking about. While replacing a timing chain isn't too bad, be seated when he tells you about replacing the
camshafts and related work. Fourth, have the car inspected by a professional who is specifically very familiar with
'90 - '91 560SEL's. Have them go over the car with a fine tooth comb, including a compression check. This may
cost you $200, but if my experience is at all relevant, you will uncover much more than that in needed repairs
which then is a very strong negotiation point in arriving at a final price.
Life expectancy? I own this car and a pair of 123 chassis turbo diesels which currently each have over 200k miles
on them. Do I expect my 560SEL to match the life expectancy of my 123's??? Probably not, but there's still a huge
amount of longevity in these cars if maintained properly. I tend to be overboard in how I maintain my cars, and
based on how it's running, I'm hoping to get 250,000 miles from the engine before any major work is required.
While the trans operates great, I'll be pleasantly surprised if it makes it to 250k, although Stu Ritter has remarked
that he has clients who's trans last that long or longer. At 250k if I find that the engine and trans are toast, then it's a
decision, as I suspect I could install a rebuilt engine and trans from MB for $15k and be ready for another 150k
miles. While that sounds like a lot, I could spend $15k on a used Taurus and I doubt I'd get an additional 150k
miles out of it with the same degree of reliability and safety. Knocking on wood, my 560 is a wonderful car. Things

need to be tended to from time to time, with me budgeting $1,000 a year towards repairs / improvements, and so
far it's been wonderful experience. In addition to being an incredible car to drive, I feel very safe using it to drive
family and friends as I consider it a very safe car. It also has it's downsides, but overall I've found it to have
exceeded my expectations and plan to own it for many more years. Hope this helps.
This car is a 14 year old car that was expensive to purchase and is expensive to maintain. Further, it is likely that it
will need significant repairs done in the near future if they have not already been done.
Some potential examples of *repairs* and *not* failures (and *not* an exhaustive list by any means):
A/C compressor -- $1000 or more for a non-DIYer.
Climate control problems -- $500 or more for a non-DIYer.
Cruise control problems -- $500 for a non-DIYer.
Front suspension rebuild -- $1000 or more for a non-DIYer.
Rear suspension subframe mounts and differential mounts -- $350 for a non-DIYer.
Transmission rebuild -- $2000-2500 for a non-DIYer.
Some potential examples of *failures*:
Radiator neck breaking -- $500, unless car is significantly overheated, then $7,500 - 10,000 for a rebuilt engine.
Cracked head -- $2500 or so.
And these are NOT California prices they are Texas estimates which are much cheaper
:Purchase a car that has COMPLETELY up to date service books/records only. There are simply too many of these
cars on the market today - which have been meticulously maintained, and preferably at the dealer - to buy one that
has been even remotely neglected. If the car you're considering doesn't have complete books that are up to the
minute, here's a turnkey solution:
Go to several authorized dealers nearby in person and say hello to the new and preowned sales people. Tell them
you're in the market for a nicely or perfectly maintained w126. Tell them what colors you'd like and the mileage
you'll consider. Put it all down for them on a piece of paper with your name and number. They'll know you're
serious this way. Next, tell them you'd like their help in finding a nice car and that you'd be happy to pay them, say,
$75 or $150 dollars if you buy a car they locate for you. Also, tell them that you are serious about buying by XX and
XX date, and that if one of their w126 clients would like to come into the showroom to look at a newer or new
Mercedes ... that you'd be happy to meet them at the dealership to examine their trade-in. The word 'new' should
perk up their ears.
If you do the above, the sales person will take you seriously and most likely contact several of their clients to alert
them of a prime opportunity to 'move-up' and purchase or lease newer car. A good sales person would be foolish
not to consult his or her Rolodex for existing w126 owners who may now be ready to do so. Perhaps an older
couple who haven't driven much but are ready for a w140 or a 2000 "S"?
You'll be presenting a wonderful and opportune moment for any good sales person to do some win-win-win work -and you'll get what you want and deserve from a w126 in the bargain.
The engine in the 560 is a 5.6 liter v8 and the engine in the 420 has a 4.2 liter v8. The 420 is fast! The 560 is
faster. Both are heavy on the gas if you are heavy on the pedal. While keeping an eye on your cash, consider very
seriously taking the extra few thousand you'd spend on the 560 - to buy a 420 that is in even better condition. Both
of these cars are BEAUTIFUL to own and drive - provided they don't plague you with annoying (and costly)
problems that are CERTAIN to arise if the books are not up to date.
I think we'd all be surprised by the number of people driving badly maintained "S" class cars. They may still look
nice on the outside, but get under the hood or inside the cabin of most w126's on the road today ... and I'd bet half
of them have inoperative A/C, switch gear and troubled mechanicals. Not from poor engineering! But from a lack of
maintenance by able wallets. The back muffler on my '87 420 was $1,900 CDN at the dealer several years ago.

And if you put after-market stuff on the car it's no longer a true Benz and will most likely perform sub-optimally.
The question is - do you want a real Mercedes, or a problem on wheels for show? If you go with a well cared for
w126, books all up to date, I assure you this car will impress you Every time you start and drive it. In my opinion -which is likely shared by many 126 owners here, if not all them -- the w126 is a phenomenal car that makes most
2000 model year vehicles (by other manufacturers) pale in comparison! The w126 suspension is phenomenal (still
readily impresses me after 10 years), the engines are superb, high speed steering is breathtaking and perfect, high
speed stability is even more breathtaking, the engineering of the 126 is prized by all Benz mechanics as being
some of the most trouble-free and superb that Benz may ever produce - just ask them.
Let's face it, parts wear out. It's only natural. The self leveling on the 560 has not been a problem. But yes, it will
wear out - and cost you a goodly sum when it does as compared to simply replacing the shocks as you would on a
420 -- an easy, inexpensive job. If you're wondering if a 420 is less comfort able than a 560, the answer is no. I've
had 5 passengers in mine for numerous 1000 km trips with full luggage and the ride comfort is incomparable to any
other car I've ever ridden in - save for a Rolls, Bentley, or w140. In fact, the heavier your load, the more
comfortable the car is on highway runs. It just hunkers down and sticks to the road like glue - with exacting
precision. Long distance cruising in a fully laden S Class at speeds above 140 mph will very quickly impress you
and turn you into a lifelong Benz lover. Try that in a 2000 Cadillac at 4 times the price of a '90 S Class ... You won't
be near as impressed or as comfortable.
You've probably already fallen in love with the 126 - just buy one that's been wonderfully maintained (no 'ghost'
owners, forget about the cars that are priced 'too good to be true') and the wonderful experience will last forever.
What's more, a pristine, all-original w126 with gleaming paint and wheels in factory condition is still perhaps the
most elegant sedan on the road today.
P.S. If the tires need replacing at the time of purchase, this is an excellent opportunity to shod the car with new "V"
or "VR" rated tires. "V" rated tires will make you a MUCH happier 126 owner. Plus, you can shave a few dollars off
your purchase deal when you tell the seller the tires need replacing soon. If you'd like to hear more about my
experience with great tires on the w126, please feel free to e-mail me and I'll send you a copy of my recent post at
the MBCA Discussion Forum.
Before buying my car I spoke to a person at Hatch & Sons who told me that starting in '89 the camshafts had a
harder surface and therefore weren't as prone to failure, but I've never been able to confirm that point, so not sure
if it's correct or not. These are great cars when well maintained, but complicated/expensive to fix when not, so just
be extremely demanding about having a really thorough PPI done by a mechanic who has had years of experience
working on 560's, with a compression or leak down test. Be very suspicious if it's the least bit noisy or doesn't drive
& idle smoothly - when right, these cars are silent & smooth as glass. While it's typical to see evidence of some
dampness on the underside of these cars due to miles & years, anything beyond a slight dampness should put
your radar on full alert. And like any 126 chassis S class, the suspension should be quiet & as solid as a rock; the
self-leveling hydraulic system on this car is wonderful. This was MB's flagship model, therefore the most
complicated version they had, but a car that puts a smile on my face every time I drive it. There are many very well
maintained examples of these cars around, so unless the provenance is good and all service records are available
for your review showing not only normal O&F changes, but all the normal stuff that should have been fixed over the
last 13 years, I'd be wary.

Maintenance Schedule
Yes, I am suggesting an aggressive maintenance schedule. It will save you in the long run. Based on my
conversations with other Mercedes owners in questions posed to the lists I would do the following things:
1. Oil changed each 3,500 miles - for sure if dusty or city driving
2. Air filters and fuel filters (2 fuel filters) about each 15,000 miles
3. Auto trans fluid each 15k to 30k -depending on kind of driving.
4. Brake fluid flush once a year or 12,000 miles whichever comes first. It really DOES get dirty but the std is so
rigorous because of 150 mph panic stops on autobahn, I guess
5. Rear diff fluid each 30k, for models with LTD slip fluid - use the Mercedes Ltd slip diff fluid, it is 90w

6. Tune up: new plugs each15k or 30k whatever you feel is better.
7. YES, renew even the power steering fluid and filter each 20 or 30k, this is not even in the owners manual but do
it now or pay for a new pump later.
5. Every 30k change the fluid in hydraulic rear suspension or else you risk big trouble on these. Motor mounts last
at least 50k but should be watched.
4 wheel alignment perhaps each 12k - if necessary This may sound like a lot but it is preventative maintenance
and you will be rewarded with a reliable car if you take care of it.
Now then: I would shy away from one needing body work. This is super expensive to have done to the proper
standard. Much more so than repairs.
Basically there are cosmetic interior changes beginning in 1989. I believe most models are fully equipped and that
means ABS and airbags, I think in 88 or 89 they were dual but I am not sure. A model with a dual airbag won't have
a glove box, that is how you tell. From memory, I recall that the options are few - they included on the 91, anyway,
power rear electric rear window sunshade, velour (Few US customers wanted), metallic paint, reinforced seat
frames and a lumbar support thing in the seats. For '91 only you could order traction control- something I
personally would not want. Make sure the car you buy has its tool kit, first aid kit and spare tire and jack in place.
There is mixed opinion about modifying the cars to handle well. Some believe Mercedes designed them to handle
best with the springs, tires and wheels the car was supplied with, believing the suspension geometry was best this
way. Others like the aggressive look and handling on a lowered car with wider bigger tires. My car was like this and
I have grown over the years to enjoy the Eibach springs and 50 series tires.
I hope this helps. It is my opinion only, but at least it is a start. I have NEVER regretted buying this car-never- and
it will save my life in a crash too. It is as unremarkable at 130 MPH as at 60 mph. (Don't ask me how I know !!)
Feels solid as a rock, I love the thunk of the doors as they shut. home. I cannot believe I thought about a new
Volvo 960 and a Lincoln Towncar when I was looking. This is definitely the ride for me. Plus, there is a dedicated
following of owners to help with questions relating to my ownership of the car. To that end, you may contact me
again. Hope this helps.
One thing I forgot, and it is important: Change the timing chain, tensioner & guide rails at 100,000 miles. If the
chain stretches and breaks or jumps the rail (more often on the left side) it will cause a huge mess- a $7000 engine
rebuild could be the result. More preventative maintenance...
More Maintenance Advice
At 65,000 miles you should check - and CHANGE also the rear diff and power steering fluid, if no proof they were
changed within last 30k change it now. Same with Auto trans fluid and spark plugs. ORIGINAL. You should change
the tensioner, timing chain and guide rails at 100,000 miles.
Behr radiator has unreinforced hose necks, they can crack and cause catastrophe. At about 75-100k just put in a
replacement radiator, whole new radiator, view as a consumable item. The replacements have reinforced hose
necks, so unlikely to be a problem again. These cars ask for a yearly brake fluid flush, radiator fluid ought to be
changed every other year USE ONLY Mercedes coolant). You can go3500 miles between oil changes, I would not
go more than that though between them. I would start watching the motor mounts now and the steering damper
too. Perhaps change them out at 100,000 miles. This may seem like a lot BUT if you care for the car well it ought
to last you forever and look new all the time.
Major maintenance cycle every 30,000 miles, with a big one at 60,000, and lesser every 15,000. All of these should
have been done "by the book." Keep in mind that you are maintaining a car that cost something like $70K new. You
can buy it a lot cheaper, but it still wants maintenance applicable to a $70K car.
Any major problems with the self leveling on this beast? None in particular. There is a hydraulic fluid tank and
pump, using special hydraulic oil (all this I understand came from Citroen DS/ID technology), and the oil and filter
want changing every so often. There are nitrogen spheres that give up the ghost after a while, but they are not that
difficult to replace. Unfortunately, this type of system tends to baffle the Joe Average mechanic, and you'll want to
run it by someone who knows these cars inside out.

560SEC Model Run
Specs: Well, here goes the 560SEC run down:
1986 - A much-improved W126 coupe is launched with the following new/revised additions:
Driver's side airbag now standard instead of optional
An all-new climate control system with re-circulation mode
Sunroof tilt/slide mechanism relocated to the roof header panel
Revised map lights
A new Becker Grand Prix radio
Newer center console with revised power window switches
Newer VDO gauges with smaller lettering and brighter orange reflectivity
Driver's knee bolster
5.6L engine producing 238hp, 279ft. lbs. of torque
2.47:1 rear axle ratio with limited-slip
Standard ABS braking system
Revised EGR system
Newer Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection system
15" 15-slot wheels and larger tires
Different front brake caliper design
Upgraded cruise control system (more reliable)
Revised catalytic converters
Flush mounted headlamps with headlamp washers/wipers
Standard heated seats
Smooth side moldings
Smooth rocker panels with concealed jack points
Power antenna circuitry is revised slightly
Power telescoping steering wheel
Power headrests and 2-position seat and steering wheel memory
Revised rubber bushings and mounts for the rear differential
Available rear power sunshade
Dual-tone horns switchable from the dashboard

1987: ditto to 1986 model with revised mounting bolts for air cleaner housing
1988: an all-new 100w 10-speaker sound system with door speakers (6.5") and multi-channel amplifiers
mounted behind the rear seatbacks, lighted sunroof switch.
1989: a complete all-new interior with folded leather door panels, folded leather rear-side panels, all-new seats
front and back with larger side bolsters, revised EGR re-circulation system, standard passenger-side airbag,
passenger-side knee bolster, center console storage compartment with locking key and burl wood roll-top finish,
higher wattage heated seats (from 90w to120w), higher capacity rear defroster.
1990: burl wood storage compartment between rear seats (under the armrest)
1991: addition of ASR (anti-slip regulation) traction control is made available as an optional extra, power
antenna height adjustment switch removed
No differences in ride from 1986+ that is really very noticeable. The isolation of the rear differential from the subchassis of the car was a massive improvement in 1986. Reliability of the climate control and the cruise control
systems where improved in 1986 as well. The EGR circuit ("check engine light") and engine diagnostics were
improved in 1989. Otherwise, the cars are all virtually bulletproof. No major drawbacks to any particular years to be
specific. Look car to car vs. year to year.
MB Dealer Inspections
It's wise to take a potential purchase to a good MB mechanic or authorized dealer for a pre-purchase inspection.
The following is a list of items that an MB dealer would check:
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
a. Year & Model: ___________________________________________
b. VIN: ___________________________________________________
c. Present Mileage: _________________________________________
d. Last Maintenance Mileage: _________________________________
e. Date of This Inspection: ____________________________________
f. Owner's Name: ___________________________________________
g. Owner's Address: _________________________________________
h. Owner's Telephones: Day: __________________________________
Eve: ____________________ Cellular: _______________________
Bpr: ____________________ Fax: __________________________
E-Mail: _________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM
Circle the codes as appropriate:
Ok = Pass
R = Repaired or Replaced
S = Serviced per the following:
1. Service is MANDATORY if not performed per schedule as required.

2. Service to be performed:
a. If due within 2,000 miles OR
b. If last performed more than 4 months ago
3. Fluid Changes include Filters
MECHANICAL
1. Frame Damage Verification
2. Mileage/History Verification
3. All Recall and/or other Campaigns Performed
4. Current Maintenance and Warranty Booklet
5. Current Owner's Manual
6. All Spare Keys (Including Wheel Locks if Installed)
7. Radio Theft Deterrent CODE Card Present (as of MY 1990)
8. SRS Date Label. (Check Date-15 Year validity)
9. Roadside Assistance Program Label Affixed
10. Diesel Fuel Additive Label Affixed
11. Inspection Label Affixed
12. Check & Clear All Stored DTC's Using HHT or Impulse Counter
ENGINE COMPARTMENT & PRE-ROAD TEST CHECKS
13. Engine Oil (0101)
14. Transmission Oil (Automatic = 2702, 2710) (Manual =2601, 2610)
15 Rear Axle Oil (3501, 3510)
16. Transfer Case (2801, 2810) and Front Axle (3310) Oils
17. Engine compartment/Antifreeze Protection (2050) &(2080)
18. Power Steering Fluid (4611)
19. Brake Fluid (4210) & Clutch Fluid (2910, 2950)
20. Windshield Washer Fluid(s) (8210)
21. Level Control Oil, ADS, ASD, 4MATIC Fluid (3211)
22. Battery Condition/Load Test (5410 & SI MBNA 54/38 sections 2&3)
23. Throttle Linkages (3022)
ENGINE COMPONENT/SYSTEM -CONDITION CHECK & VERIFICATION
24. All Emission Control Systems in Place and Funtional. Read Out DTC's repair as necessary.
25. Fuel Filter (0780) and Pre-Filter (0781 - Diesel)

26. Spark Plugs (1550, 1580 - Gas)
27. Perform Compression Test (Vehicles over 65,000 miles)
28. Fuel Injection System; Verify Lamda Reading (Gas)
29. Ignition System; Including Routing of Ignition Wires (Gas)
30. Pre-Glow System Function - Visual (Diesel)
31. Injection Pump Timing (0760, 0761 - Diesel)
32. Vacuum Pump; Leak Evidence of Oil in Vacuum Line (Diesel)
33. Boost Pressure (Diesel)
34. Exhaust Back Pressure (If Performance Indicates Need - Diesel)
35. Air Cleaner/Filter (0931, 0980, 0981)
36. V-Belts (1350) and Poly-V-Belt (1351)
37. Engine Mounts (SI 22/7)
38. Heating and Ventilation Dust Filter (8382, 8384 - 140)
39. Active Charcoal Filter/Pre-Filter (8382 - 140)
40. Recalculating Air Filter (8383, 8384 - 140)
41. A/C Refrigerant Charge via Sight Glass (8312)
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM & FUNCTION TEST
42. Fuses (Condition/Proper Rating)
43. RMIL Check; Indicators in Instrument Cluster (5451)
44. Dash Instruments, Clock, Illumination and Dimmer control
45. Exterior Rear View Mirror
46. Ext. Mirror Fold Back (SI MBNA 00/51a, WI 284a Section E 140)
47. Interior Rear View Mirror
48. Automatic Dimming Rear View Mirror Function
49. Radio and Stereo Speaker Function
50. Cassette Player; Clean Tone Head (8230)
51. Automatic Antenna; Clean Mast (8231)
52. CD Changer/Player
53. Cellular Telephone
54. Cigarette Lighter(s)
55. Rocker Switches; Function, Tactile Feel and LED/Illumination
56. Steering Column Adjustment and Memory

57. Seat Adjustments and Memory
58. Heated Seats
59. Front Seat Belt Extenders; Coupe and Cabriolet
60. Backrest Latch/Release;(9151 - Coupe and Cabriolet)
61. Backrest Latch/Release/Chime/Warning Lamp (R129)
62. Rear Window Defroster (Check Current Draw with DMM)
63. Rear Headrest Retraction
64. Rear Window Sunshade
65. Horn (Including Fanfare)
66. Headlamp Low/High Beam and all Exterior Lights (8251)
67. Interior and Entry Lighting
68. Windshield Wiper/Washer System/Rear Window Wiper/Washer; Including Wiper Inserts, Headlamp Cleaning
System (8252, 8280)
UNDERCARRIAGE/DRIVETRAIN
69. Drive Shaft Flex Discs, Coupling & Center Support Brg(s) (4152)
70. Exhaust System/Connections/Supports (Ref: 4979, 4971)
71. Parking Brake and Cables (4256, 4261, 4290)
72. Brake Lines (4250)
73. Tire Wear (Including Spare); Min. Tread Depth = 4mm Above TWI - Inspect Wheels/Tires (4050, 4051); Correct
Tire Pressure (4060) - Wheel Bolt Torque (4070)
74. Jack Condition and On-Board Tool Kit
75. Brake Rotors/Pads (Minimum of 50% Pad Material) (4251, 4252)
76. Shock Absorber/Damper Struts
77. Suspension Inspection - Self-Leveling Suspension (3251)
78. Front/Rear Axle Rubber Mounts/Bushings - For Model 140 See SI MBNA00/51a, WI 284a Section A - For
Model 140 See SI MBNA 33/3a - For Model 140 w/ADS See SI MBNA 32/3 - For Model 140.134 See SI MBNA
33/2
79. Steering Play (4650)
80. Tighten Steering Gear Bolts (4671)
81. Front Axle Ball Joints (3353,3355)
82. Steering Shock
CHASSIS / BODY
83. Body Structure Inspection (0090)
84. Glass, Lamp Frames and Lenses

85. Central Locking system Function Test (Interior/Exterior) - Mechanical Lockingwith All Keys at All Points NA Alarm System Function NA - Infrared Locking with All Keys at All Points
86. Power Window Operation from All Points (Including Lock-out) NA - One touch & Convenience Closing
87. Interior Trim; Inspect Dash, Door Panels, Seat Covers, Wood, etc.
88. First Aid Kit
89. Orthopedic Seats. (Function Check with Engine Running)
90. Seat Belts -Condition/Operation (9150)
91. Front Seat Belt Height Adjustment
92. Front Seat CenterArmrest (and Hinge)
93. Front Sun Visor/VanityMirror Operation/Illumination
94. Rear Vanity Mirror; for Model 140 See SI MBNA 00/51a, WI 284 D
95. Roll Bar (124.066, 129)
96. Backup Assist Masts(140)
97. Soft Top & Seals;Condition/Operation (107, 124.066, 129) - For Models 124.066, 129, Check Fluid Level
(7710) and Hydraulic Connections - For Model 129, Soft Top Locking Tab Inspection (7750) & linkages
98. Hard Top, Remove/Install (107, 129); Top Wrenches (107); Seals
99. Door/Trunk Lid Closing Assist (140) NA - Remote Trunk Release
100. Station Wagon Tailgate Closing Assist
101. Rear Facing Third Seat (Station Wagon)
102. Door/ Trunk/Tailgate Seals; Inspect Drains (6030)
103. Sliding Roof Function (7730) and Drains (6030) NA - Inspect Glass Roof for Scratches/Corrective Action
ROAD TEST
104. Instruments
105. Speedometer/Odometer/Tripmeter
106. Steering/Vehicle Handling/Centered Steering Wheel
107. Braking System Performance, Parking Brake Operation
108. Automatic Climate Control Function/Regulation/Display
109. Cruise Control - Function (Set, Accel, Decel, Resume & Off)
110. Engine Performance - Excessive Exhaust Smoke (Diesel)
111. Vibration and Noise (Drivetrain/Wheels)
112. Transmission Shifting - (Upshift/Downshift Quality & Kickdown)
113. Shift Lock Operation (as of MY 1990)
114. Wind Noise

POST ROAD TEST INSPECTION
115. Fluid Leaks -Visible Inspection (0050, 0051, 0053)
116. Automatic Climate Control - Residual Heating
117. All Fluid Levels (Underhood)
APPEARANCE STANDARDS
ENGINE
118. Clean
TRUNK
119. Mat
120. Paint
121. Spare Tire, Tools & Jack
122. Moisture & Odor
123. Vacuum & Shampoo
INTERIOR
124.Floor Mats
125. Carpet
126. Upholstery
127. Headliner, Door Panels
128. Buttons Knobs & Vents, Instrument Panel
129. Glass & Mirrors
130. Wood & Chrome Trim
131. Vacuum & Shampoo
132. Screws
133. Ashtrays
134. Degrease Door Jamb, Hinges, Kickpanels & Visors
135. Moisture & Odor
EXTERIOR
136.Dings, Dents, & Scratches
137. Examine Paint
138. Examine & Clean Chrome
139. Glass & Mirror Housing
140. Grille

141. Lamp Lenses
142. Badges
143. Trim & Moldings
144. Wipers
145. Bumpers
146. Door Edges, Frames
147. Wash & Wax
WHEELS
148. Scuffs & Scratches
149. Cuts & Gouges
150. Wash & Polish

Compared to modern day automobiles, these are big cars. They don't have a "cabin," they have a passenger
compartment, and are one of the few automobiles that have legroom in the back seat for adults.
These cars are highway machines, and don't really come into their own until you hit 65-70 mph. They seem quite
sedate around town, but push on the "go" pedal---and it'll go. This is no "funny little foreign car"---the engine is
huge (338 CID) by modern standards, and with those overhead cams and the way it's tuned, it's made to be
revved up to speeds that would blow apart most American V-8's. It's also nobody's econo-car---16-17 mpg on the
highway, and that's top-of-the-line premium petrol, not the cheap stuff. That 250KPH/155MPH speedometer is not
"political promises"---the car will get almost all the way to the end of that range. Ride and handling at low speeds
will seem stiff and abrupt compared with Cadillac and Lincoln, but the car is sure-footed and quite comfortable at
speeds that would be terrifying in said Cadillac or Lincoln. You are going to want good high-speed tires on a car
like this (mine has new Michelin MXV's).
These are not fussy or cantankerous beasts----like the Beech Bonanza and Baron airplanes, they are not just
"image," but have serious substance under that image, and in the right hands (and with proper maintenance, most
of which is "preventive") they deliver the goods. If you want a real highway hauler, this is one to look at.

